
Prof. Andy Way (Dublin City University): MT and literary translation

While Machine Translation (MT) quality is improving all the time, translating literature is

arguably the last bastion for human translators. Encouraged by a pilot study where MT was

shown to be useful for translating a novel between closely-related languages (Spanish and

Catalan), we automatically translated a chapter of the novel Warbreaker, a popular fantasy

novel written in English, into Catalan, using two data-driven approaches to MT: phrase-

based statistical MT (PBMT) and neural MT (NMT). Both systems were trained on over 100

million words of fiction.  We then had the chapter  translated by six professional  literary

translators  with  experience  in  literary  translation,  under  three  alternating  conditions:

translating from scratch with no use of MT (the norm in the novel translation industry),

post-editing PBMT, and post-editing NMT. We recorded post-editing effort across a range of

dimensions: temporal, technical and cognitive. We observed that both MT approaches result

in increases in translation productivity, a reduction in the number of keystrokes, and fewer

but longer pauses.



Dr.  Zixi  You  (University  of  Central  Lancashire):  Computer-assisted  poetry
translation – a study of pre-modern Japanese poetry translation using corpus
data

Poetry  translation  is  one  of  the  challenging  parts  of  literary  translation.  If  poems were

written in a ‘dead language’ with no native-speaker existing and very few people having

sufficient knowledge, it would be even harder to translate and pass on the original beauty of

the poems to foreign readers. Pre-modern Japanese is one of the less known languages to

translators, and Old Japanese (OJ), the earliest attested stage of Japanese, is significantly

different  from modern  Japanese  at  a  wide  range  of  linguistic  levels,  especially  writing

systems. Even translating OJ into modern Japanese is challenging, let alone into foreign

languages. However, it is of very high value for literature, history and culture, if we could

decode and translate OJ poems properly, because most of the remaining literature of OJ are

poems.

This study explores how Oxford Corpus of Old Japanese (OCOJ), an electronic database of

OJ  with  a  variety  of  linguistic  information  coded  (XML-TEI),  enables  advanced-level

modern Japanese-English speakers to translate OJ poems into modern English. In addition

to phonographic/logographic distinction of Kanji characters, information was extracted at

phonological,  morphological and syntactical levels,  including images of syntactic ‘trees’

generated  from  the  corpus,  which  were  proven  to  have  provided  unique  support  for

translation.  This presentation will discuss about the main challenges translators face,  the

advantages of using corpus (compared with hardcopy dictionaries, online dictionaries and

other digital tools frequently used by modern Japanese translators),  translators’ attitudes,

limitations, and what we can do to further improve computer-assisted/corpus-aided poetry

translation in the future.



Silke  Lührmann (University  of  East  Anglia):  Futures  of  Human Translation
(II): Interpretive Action vs. Mechanical Reproduction

This  presentation  follows  on  from  my  talk  on  ‘Imagining  the  Future(s)  of  Human

Translation’ at  the first  CALT workshop in January to attempt a more positive (in both

senses of the word) answer to the challenge of envisioning a ‘friendly revolution’ that would

use technology to empower rather than disenfranchise human translators. 

I will proceed from the following assumptions, which are in turn based partly on my own

professional practice as a translator and partly on my PhD research into working conditions

in the current translation market: 

 In the very near future, ‘instrumental’ (Venuti 2010) models of translation will no

longer be an economically viable career option for human translators working in

many common language combinations, as neural MT engines are starting to produce

fit-for-purpose  quality  for  a  growing  number  of  use  cases  at  a  fraction  of  the

expenditure in cost and time. 

 The argument that human involvement in translation processes reduces risk strikes

me as a risky proposition in itself. As Kate Briggs, quoting David Pye’s reflections

on The Nature and Art of Workmanship (1968), points out, 

the outcome [of human, non-automated workmanship] depends far more on the ‘judgement, dexterity and

care  which  the  maker  exercises  as  he  works’.  In  this  case,  the  […]  ‘quality  of  the  result  is  not

predetermined [but] continually at risk during the process of making’ [and] ‘the risk of spoiling the job,’

[Pye] stresses, ‘is at every minute real’. (Briggs 2017: 261-262)

 Given the market dominance of large corporate LSPs intent on increasing their profit

margins by eliminating human cost factors from their supply chains, the vision of

translators’ empowerment through technological augmentation, as propagated by the

Common Sense Advisory (DePalma 2017), seems an unlikely prospect. 

 Current  market  conditions  (time  pressure,  per-word  rates,  lack  of  contextual

information  and/or  access  to  end  clients,  enforced  segmentation  in  CAT tool

interfaces) are encouraging human translators to work like robots, and thus to forfeit

their remaining competitive edge over neural MT engines. 

 Many professional translators feel a passionate attachment to their work (frequently

referred to as ‘translating itself’ or ‘translation as such’), which makes them reluctant



to consider alternative career options and vulnerable to exploitation. (In the survey

of almost 300 translators that forms the core of my PhD project, an overwhelming

majority of respondents strongly disagreed [58.6%] or somewhat disagreed [13.3%]

with the suggestion I don’t want to be a translator for the rest of my working life.)

 Any  economically  sustainable  future  for  human  translation  will  depend  on  our

ability  (collectively  and  individually,  as  professional  practitioners  and  academic

scholars) to identify and monetise new USPs of human translation that cannot easily

be replicated by evolving MT technology. 

Accordingly, my focus in this paper is on examples of (literary) translation practices that –

in the terms coined by Lawrence Venuti (loc. cit.) – foreground the ‘hermeneutic’ potential

of human translation as creative and/or ‘interpretive action’ while resisting its reduction to

‘instrumental’ perceptions of ‘mechanical reproduction’. In the context of this workshop, my

intention is  to  stimulate  discussion on how CALT tools  might  be designed and used to

support such practices. 
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Prof. Tom Cheesman (Swansea University): Version Variation Visualization

The  ‘Version  Variation  Visualisation’  software  provides  ways  of  studying  alternative

translations of a source text through visual displays. It’s free to use online. Users can create

a ‘multi(re)translation corpus’ of any size, in any language pair; segment it and align it; and

then  explore  variation  among  the  different  versions  and  subsets  of  them.  (Prior  basic

alignment/segmentation  is  recommended,  e.g.  LF-Align,  but  very  flexible  ad  hoc

alignment/segmentation is then possible in VVV.)

One VVV feature (‘Eddy and Viv’) measures variation among aligned versions of segments,

based on words (i.e. character-strings) used in the corpus of versions, relative to individual

versions. No language processing is involved. The algorithms quite reliably sort ‘common’

versions from ‘uncommon’ ones; identify which versions, in which segments, translate more

or less ‘commonly’;  and show which source segments are  associated with more or less

variation among the versions.

The software was developed with a case study of 40 German versions of a scene from

Shakespeare’s Othello. A few other historical case studies have been developed. VVV was

not designed to help literary translators, but might be useful in scenarios where multiple

versions already exist, or are being created (classrooms, competitions?).

Access:

www.delightedbeauty.org/vvvclosed -  User:  CALTGuest  /  Password:  CALTGuest1  (for
support contact Tom)

Further reading:

Cheesman et al. (2017) at https://academic.oup.com/dsh/article/32/4/739/2669776
https://sites.google.com/site/delightedbeautyws/outputs/exhibition

https://sites.google.com/site/delightedbeautyws/outputs/exhibition
https://academic.oup.com/dsh/article/32/4/739/2669776
http://www.delightedbeauty.org/vvvclosed


Avraham  Roos  (Amsterdam  U):  Using  Computer  Assisted-Tools  for  Poetry
Translation

Participants (who do NOT know Hebrew) will try their hand at translating a Hebrew poem

into poetic English with the help of a VVV corpus of non-poetic translation of this poem, an

online database of Hebrew-English dictionaries and other technological tools.

Workflow:

 Short introduction about Haggadah translation research and the 8-line poem at the

end of the Haggadah

 Presentation of VVV corpus with at least 10 different non-poetic English translations

of this poem. (The VVV corpus could also include other languages such as German,

Italian, French, etc.)

 Explanation of the rhyming scheme in the original Hebrew and showing that none of

the translations in the corpus rhyme.

 Showing problems of all MT (Google, Bing, eTranslator, Babylon, etc.) efforts for

this poem.

 The challenge: Creating a poetic, rhyming translation of the poem staying close to

the original meaning.

 Suggested Tools: 

◦ VVV

◦ Online Rhyming Dictionaries

◦ Online syllable counters

◦ Reverse LookUp 

◦ VersePerfect

 Conclusions



Prof.  Andrew  Rothwell  (Swansea  U):  Retranslating  Zola  in  Stereo  with

Translation Memory

French ‘naturalist’ writer Émile Zola (1840-1902) published his novel La Joie de vivre, the

12th in the 20-volume cycle about the fictional Rougon-Macquart family during the Second

Empire, in 1884. The only widely available translation into English was until recently the

heavily bowdlerized one made in 1888 by Ernest Alfred Vizetelly, whose father, Zola’s UK

publisher  Henry  Vizetelly  (1820-1894),  had  been  found  guilty  of  obscene  libel  for

publishing a translation of La Terre (1887). Vizetelly fils therefore adopted a policy of strict

self-censorship  in  his  own Zola  translations,  in  conformity  with  the  conservative  moral

codes  of  British  Victorian  respectability. As  a  result,  a  novel  with  a  powerful  feminist

agenda and which gives a large place to female agency and desire, is significantly changed.

This paper explains how, in preparing my own 2018 English-language version of La Joie de

vivre  for  Oxford  World’s  Classics,  I  used  Computer-Assisted  Translation  (CAT)  tools,

widely assumed to be unsuitable for literary work.  I first  aligned Zola’s original text at

sentence level with Vizetelly’s English translation to create one translation memory (TM)

per chapter. The alignment process gives a fine-grained insight into those features of the

original, from single words to whole pages, that Vizetelly felt obliged to omit or otherwise

censor, making it easier to draw conclusions than would possible simply by reading the two

texts  side  by  side.  Translation  Memory  then  provides  a  dual  (or  potentially,  multiple)

reading of the source text through the prism of an earlier translation, which can help focus

and calibrate new solutions. It also gives a tangible clue to what Walter Benjamin meant, in

his  famous  preface  ‘The  Task  of  the  Translator’,  about  the  after-life  of  the  work,  and

translation  as  reconstructing  the  shattered  vessel  of  Pure  Language.  My  contention  is

therefore that a CAT tool, through the stereophonic/-scopic reading of the source text that it

makes  possible,  can  enhance  the  creative  process  of  understanding  and  retranslating  a

classic work of literature.
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Prof.  Andrew  Rothwell  (Swansea  U)  and  Dr.  Roy  Youdale  (Bristol  U):

SketchEngine, CATMA, Voyant Tools

The Day 2 hands-on training sessions are designed to give participants the opportunity to

explore a variety of ways in which Sketch Engine and Voyant Tools can be productively and

creatively used in the process of literary translation, as shown in the list of contents of the

workbook which will be provided:

1. Uploading texts to Sketch Engine

2. Using simple searches to analyse a text

Step 1: Finding word count, sentence count and average sentence length

Step 2: Using the Wordlist

Step 3: Saving and bookmarking search results

3. Extracting sentence length information in Sketch Engine

Step 1: Using ‘Expert settings’ to obtain sentence length information

Step 2: Running a sentence length search on a non-parallel corpus

Step 3: Running this query on a parallel corpus

Step 4: Viewing information about the actual length of each sentence

Step 5: Displaying the statistics of sentence lengths in the whole corpus

4. Creating a searchable, sentence-aligned parallel corpus of source and target texts

Step 1: Making and correcting the alignment

Step 2: Searching the alignment

Step 3: Creating and viewing the TMX file

Step 4: Uploading the TMX file into Sketch Engine

Step 5: Seeing how you have translated a word or phrase

Step 6: Importing the TMX file into a CAT tool

5. Using Voyant Tools

Step 1: Uploading a text

Step 2: Exploring the basics of Voyant Tools

Step 3: Saving search results

Step 4: Suggested visualisations to try out



Mohammad Alharbi  (Swansea  U)  and  Angelika  Peljak  (Swansea  U):  NLTK

training

This  tutorial  aims  at  introducing  the  NLTK  (Natural  Language  Toolkit).  It  covers  the

following:

 Accessing built-in corpora.

 Basic text processing.

 Concordance lists.

 Text  Pre-processing  (tokenization,  stemming,  lemmatization,  specific-terms

removal).

 Terms frequency distribution.

 Features  extraction  and  document-to-term  matrix  (will  be  using  scikit-learn

package).

Tools:

 Python 3 and NLTK 3 

 Jupyter Notebook 

 Scikit Learn library



Bionotes

Mohammad Alharbi holds an MA in Computing and Software Technology from Swansea

University. In 2016 he started a PhD in Computer Science at Swansea University, exploring

the topic of Visual Analysis of Translational Data.

Tom Cheesman  is  Professor  of  German  at  Swansea  Universrity. Tom is  founding  Co-

Director  of  the  Centre  on  Digital  Arts  and  Humanities  (est.  2014).  He  is  Principal

Investigator  on  the  collaborative,  multi-disciplinary  ‘Version  Variation  Visualisation’

project, a.k.a. TransVis. This project (AHRC-funded) applies Digital Humanities methods to

multiple comparable translations. Tom is a founder member of Wales PEN Cymru (2014).

His translations from French and German include poetry, fiction and essays by Jörg Bernig,

Volker  Braun,  Esther  Dischereit,  Ulrike  Draesner,  Herbert  Grönemeyer,  Soleïman  Adel

Guémar, and Zafer Şenocak.

Silke Lührmann  holds an MA in Literary Translation from Swansea University and has

been working as a professional translator, writer and editor in Germany, New Zealand and

the  UK  for  almost  20  years.  In  2015,  she  was  awarded  funding  from  the  Arts  and

Humanities  Research  Council  (AHRC)  to  start  a  PhD  in  Translation  Studies  at  the

University  of  East  Anglia  in  Norwich,  exploring  the  impact  of  recent  changes  in  the

translation  industry  (automation,  “massification”)  on  the  working  conditions,  status  and

agency of professional translators.

Angelika Peljak holds an MA in English Studies and in Belarusian Studies from University

of  Warsaw. In 2017,  she  was awarded funding from the Arts  and Humanities  Research

Council (AHRC) to start a PhD in Translation Studies at Swansea University, exploring the

Design,  compilation  and applications  of  an English-Polish-Belarusian Parallel  Literary

Corpus.



Avraham Roos is doing his PhD studies at the Amsterdam School for Culture and History,

which is part of the University of Amsterdam. His supervisors are Prof. Dr. L.W.M. Bod

(Computational  and  Digital  Humanities,  UvA)  and  co-supervisor  Prof.  T. Cheesman  of

Swansea University, Wales. Roos does research comparing 50 English variant retranslations

of the Hebrew Passover Haggadah - a semi-liturgical work recited by Jews on Passover Eve

- using algorithmically enhanced semi-close-reading techniques. His goal is to visualize the

differences by means of digital tools and to explain these differences against  a cultural-

historical backdrop.

Andrew Rothwell  is Professor of French and Translation Studies at Swansea University.

His  main  research  interests  are  in  contemporary  French  poetry  and  visual  arts,  literary

translation, and computerised translation tools. In addition to The Bright Side of Life, he has

translated into English works by a number of contemporary French poets, as well as Thérèse

Raquin by Emile Zola (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998). He is a member of the

Board of the European Master’s in Translation Network and co-chairs the EMT Working

Group on Translation Tools and Technologies.

Andy Way is Professor of Computing at Dublin City University. Between 2011-13, he spent

a period of sabbatical leave working in the translation and localisation industry in the UK.

From the start of 2014, he has been back in DCU full-time as Professor in the School of

Computing at Dublin City University, where he began working in 1991. From January 1st

2014, he became Deputy Director of the CNGL Centre for Intelligent Content at DCU. This

programme ceased at the end of August 2015, to be replaced by the ADAPT Centre for

Digital Content Technology, where he remains Deputy Director.

Zixi You  completed her DPhil (PhD) in Oriental Studies at the University of Oxford in

2014.  During  the  past  seven  years,  she  has  gained  highly  competitive  national  and

international  scholarships,  fellowships  and  research  fund,  and  participated  actively  in

internationally collaborative research projects, developing textual databases (XML-TEI) for

linguistic research on the syntax-semantics interface and beyond. Apart from doing research

and  teaching  in  higher  education,  she  is  also  interested  and  experienced  in  translation,

interpreting and consulting.



Roy Youdale after a varied career involving social and community work, college lecturing

and craftwork (pottery and basketmaking), completed a PhD in literary translation at the

University of Bristol in 2017. He will be publishing a research monograph based on the PhD

with Routledge in summer 2019, entitled "Using computers in the translation of literary

style: challenges and opportunities". He is currently pursuing his research, which centres

around ways of combining computer-assisted analysis and close reading in the practice of

literary translation. This involves the use of corpus linguistics and text-visualisation rather

than CAT tools and machine translation.


